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1. Art Integrated Project Activity : 

 

a. Prepare clay tablets (Seals – coded language – figurines) 

 

2.  Do the maps from chapter 1 and 2 from map PDF and paste them in your fair register. 

 

3. On A-4 size sheet prepare a biography on any one of the following : 

 

• Augustine 

• Constantine 

• Nero 

• Aristotle 

• Plato 

• Socrates 

• Caesar 

 

            (Birth, Philosophy, Administration, Strength, Weakness and contribution to the world-   

Project report should have maximum 3-4 pages) 

 

4. Find one mark questions from chapter 2 and 3 and write in your fair register. 

 

5. Prepare for UNIT TEST 1 (Chapter 2 – The City life) 



DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL SEC-49 SAINIK COLONY , FARIDABAD 

CLASS-XI-E  SUBJECT- POLITICAL SCIENCE (028) SESSION-2021-2022 

                                HOLIDAYS ASSIGNMENT 

1) Unit Test -1 Syllabus 

Lesson-1 Part-A : Constitution : Why and How 

Lesson-1 Part-B: Rights in the Indian Constitution 

2) Creative work : 

 Make a project work of 5students in a groupor make individual projects 

out of topics  

1. Rights in Indian Constitution  

2. Legislature  

3.  Judiciary  

4. Political Theory 

 5. Equality  

Use your creativity and make this project of 20 pages. 

           Note- In your project file  

1.paste headline report of Directive principles of State policy in your 

state  

a)referring to welfare schemes adopted by your state in fields of  

1. Education  

2. Public distribution system. 

3. paste headline report or write an article of 75 words from net 

4. In last page after 20th page.   You can paste this above creative work 

in project file. 

3) Complete the assignment of lessons taught  . 

 

Enjoy!Enrich yourself with knowledge, Relax ,Be Safe and Healthy . 

  

 







   D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL,SAINIK COLONY,SECTOR-49,FARIDABAD 

              SUMMER ASSIGNMENT, SUBJECT-INFORMATICS RACTICES 

                                     CLASS-XI ,SESSION--- 2021-22 

Q1.A school has a rule that each student must participate in a sports activity. So each one should 

give only one preference for sports activity. Suppose there are five students in a class, each having a 

unique roll number. The class representative has prepared a list of sports preferences as shown 

below. 

 Answer the following:  

Table: Sports Preferences 

Roll_no     Preference 

9                 Cricket 

13               Football 

17              Badminton 

17             Football 

21              Hockey 

24                 NULL 

NULL         Kabaddi 

a) Roll no 24 may not be interested in sports. Can a NULL value be assigned to that student’s 

preference field? 

b) Roll no 17 has given two preferences sports. Which property of relational DBMC is violated here? 

Can we use any constraint or key in the relational DBMS to check against such violation, if any? 

c) Kabaddi was not chosen by any student. Is it possible to  have this tuple in the Sports Preferences 

relation? 

 

Q2.  The school canteen wants to maintain records of items available in the school canteen and 

generate bills when students purchase any item from the canteen. The school wants to create a 

canteen database to keep track of items in the canteen and the items purchased by students.  

Design a database by answering the following questions: 

a) To store each item name along with its price, what relation should be used? Decide appropriate 

attribute names along with their data type. Each item and its price should be stored only once. What 

restriction should be used while defining the relation? 

b) In order to generate bill, we should know the quantity of an item purchased. Should this 

information be in a new relation or a part of the previous relation? If a new relation is required, 

decide appropriate name and data type for attributes. Also, identify appropriate primary key and 

foreign key so that the following two restrictions are satisfied: 



i) The same bill cannot be generated for different orders.  

ii) Bill can be generated only for available items in the canteen.  

c) The school wants to find out how many calories students intake when they order an item. In 

which relation should the attribute ‘calories’ be stored? 

Q3. An organisation wants to create a database EMPDEPENDENT to maintain following details about 

its employees and their dependent. 

EMPLOYEE(AadharNumber, Name, Address, Department,EmployeeID) 

DEPENDENT(EmployeeID, DependentName, Relationship) 

a) Name the attributes of EMPLOYEE, which can be used as candidate keys. 

b) The company wants to retrieve details of dependent of a particular employee. Name the tables 

and the key which are required to retrieve this detail. 

c) What is the degree of EMPLOYEE and DEPENDENT relation? 

Q4. School uniform is available at M/s Sheetal Private Limited. They have maintained 

SCHOOL_UNIFORM Database with two relations viz. UNIFORM and COST.  

The following figure shows database schema and its state. 

School Uniform Database 

Table: UNIFORM 

Attribute          UCode           UName     UColor 

Constraints    Primary Key   Not Null        - 

Table: COST 

Attribute          UCode          Size                Price 

Constraints   Composite    Primary Key     >0 

Table: UNIFORM  

UCode UName      UColor 
1 Shirt    White 
2 Pant      Grey 
3 Skirt              Grey 
4 Tie               Blue 
5 Socks Blue 
6 Belt Blu 

 

Table:           

UCode  Size  COST Price 

1   M  500 

1  L  580 

1  XL  620 

2  M  810 

2  L  890 



2  XL  940 

3  M  770 

3  L  830 

3  XL  910 

4  S  150 

4  L  170 

5  S  180 

5  L  210 

6  M  110 

6  L  140 

6  XL  160 

 

a) Can they insert the following tuples to the UNIFORM Relation? Give reasons in support of your 

answer.  

i) 7, Handkerchief, NULL 

ii) 4, Ribbon, Red 

iii) 8, NULL, White 

b) Can they insert the following tuples to the COST Relation? Give reasons in support of your answer. 

i) 7, S, 0 

ii) 9, XL, 100 

 

Q5. In a multiplex, movies are screened in different auditoriums. One movie can be shown in more 

than one auditorium. In order to maintain the record of movies,the multiplex maintains a relational 

database consisting of two relations viz. MOVIE and AUDI respectively as shown below: 

Movie(Movie_ID, MovieName, ReleaseDate) 

Audi(AudiNo, Movie_ID, Seats, ScreenType, TicketPrice) 

a) Is it correct to assign Movie_ID as the primary key in the MOVIE relation? If no, then suggest an  

appropriate primary key.  

b) Is it correct to assign AudiNo as the primary key in the AUDI relation? If no, then suggest 

appropriate primary key.  

c) Is there any foreign key in any of these relations? 

 

Q6. Choose appropriate answer with respect to the following  

code snippet.  

CREATE TABLE student ( 

 name CHAR(30) 

student_id INT, 

 gender CHAR(1), 

 PRIMARY KEY (student_id) 

); 

a) What will be the degree of student table? 

i) 30 

ii) 1 

iii) 3 

iv) 4 

b) What does ‘name’ represent in the above code snippet? 

i) a table 

ii) a row 



iii) a column 

iv) a database 

c) What is true about the following SQL statement? 

 Select * from student; 

i) Displays contents of table ‘student’ 

ii) Displays column names and contents of table  

‘student’ 

iii) Results in error as improper case has been used 

iv) Displays only the column names of table ‘student’ 

d) What will be the output of following query? 

INSERT INTO student 

VALUES (“Suhana”,109,’F’), 

VALUES (“Rivaan”,102,’M’), 

VALUES (“Atharv”,103,’M’), 

VALUES (“Rishika”,105,’F’), 

VALUES (“Garvit”,104,’M’), 

VALUES (“Shaurya”,109,’M’); 

i) Error 

ii) No Error 

iii) Depends on compiler 

iv) Successful completion of the query 

e) In the following query how many rows will be deleted? 

DELETE student 

 WHERE student_id=109; 

i) 1 row  

ii) All the rows where student ID is equal to 109 

iii) No row will be deleted 

iv) 2 rows 

 

Q7. Fill in the blanks: 

a) declares that an index in one table is  

related to that in another table. 

i) Primary Key 

ii) Foreign Key 

iii) Composite Key 

iv) Secondary Key  

 

b) The symbol Asterisk (*) in a select query retrieves  

____________. 

i) All data from the table 

ii) Data of primary key only 

iii) NULL data 

iv) None of the mentioned 

 

 

 

 

 



Q8. Consider the following MOVIE database and answer the SQL queries based on it. 

Movie ID Movie Name Category Release Date Production 
Cost 

Business Cost 

001 Hindi_Movie Musical 2018-04-23 124500 130000 

002 Tamil_Movie Action 2016-05-17 112000 118000 

003 English_Movie Horror 2017-08-06 245000 360000 

004 Bengali_Movie Adventure 2017-01-04 72000 100000 

005 Telugu_Movie Action - 100000 - 

006 Punjabi_Movie Comedy - 30500 - 

a) Retrieve movies information without mentioning their column names.  

b) List business done by the movies showing only MovieID, MovieName and BusinessCost. 

c) List the different categories of movies. 

d) Find the net profit of each movie showing its ID, Name and Net Profit.  

(Hint: Net Profit = BusinessCost – ProductionCost) 

Make sure that the new column name is labelled as NetProfit. Is this column now a part of the 

MOVIE relation. If no, then what name is coined for such columns? What can you say about the 

profit of a movie which has not yet released? Does your query result show profit as zero? 

e) List all movies with ProductionCost greater than 80,000 and less than 1,25,000 showing ID, Name  

and ProductionCost. 

f) List all movies which fall in the category of Comedy or Action. 

g) List the movies which have not been released yet. 

 

Q9. Suppose your school management has decided to conduct cricket matches between students of 

class XI and Class XII. Students of each class are asked to join any one of the four teams — Team 

Titan, Team Rockers, Team Magnet and Team Hurricane. During summer vacations, various matches 

will be conducted between these teams.Help your sports teacher to do the following: 

a) Create a database “Sports”. 

b) Create a table “TEAM” with following considerations: 

i) It should have a column TeamID for storing an integer value between 1 to 9, which refers to  

unique identification of a team. 

ii) Each TeamID should have its associated name  

(TeamName), which should be a string of length not less than 10 characters 

c) Using table level constraint, make TeamID as primary key. 

d) Show the structure of the table TEAM using SQL  

command. 

e) As per the preferences of the students four teams were formed as given below. Insert these four 

rows in TEAM table: 

Row 1: (1, Team Titan) 

Row 2: (2, Team Rockers) 

Row 3: (3, Team Magnet) 

Row 4: (4, Team Hurricane) 

f) Show the contents of the table TEAM.  

g) Now create another table below. MATCH_DETAILS and insert data as shown in table. Choose 

appropriate domains and constraints for each attribute. 

h) Use the foreign key constraint in the MATCH_DETAILS table with reference to TEAM table so  

that MATCH_DETAILS table records score of teams existing in the TEAM table only. 

 



Q10. Using the sports database containing two relations (TEAM, MATCH_DETAILS), answer the 

following relational algebra queries. 

a) Retrieve the MatchID of all those matches where both the teams have scored > 70.  

b) Retrieve the MatchID of all those matches where FirstTeam has scored < 70 but SecondTeam has  

scored > 70.  

c) Find out the MatchID and date of matches played by Team 1 and won by it.  

d) Find out the MatchID of matches played by Team 2 and not won by it. 

e) In the TEAM relation, change the name of the relation to T_DATA. Also change the attributes 

TeamID and TeamName to T_ID and T_NAME respectively.  

 

Q11. Differentiate between the following commands:  

a) ALTER and UPDATE 

b) DELETE and DROP 

Table: MATCH_DETAILS 

MatchID MatchDate FirstTeamID SecondTeamID FirstTeamScore SecondTeamScor 

 

Q12. Create a database called STUDENT_PROJECT having the following tables. Choose appropriate 

data type and apply necessary constraints.  

Table: STUDENT 

RollNo  Name  Stream   Section    RegistrationID 

* The values in Stream column can be either Science, Commerce,  

or Humanities. 

* The values in Section column can be either I or II. 

 

Table: PROJECT_ASSIGNED 

RegistrationID ProjectID AssignDate 

Table: PROJECT 

ProjectID   ProjectName     SubmissionDate     TeamSize    GuideTeacher 

a) Populate these tables with appropriate data. 

b) Write SQL queries for the following.  

c) Find the names of students in Science Stream. 

d) What will be the primary keys of the three tables?  

e) What are the foreign keys of the three relations? 

f) Finds names of all the students studying in class ‘Commerce stream’ and are guided by same 

teacher, even if they are assigned different projects. 

 

Q13. An organization ABC maintains a database EMPDEPENDENT to record the following details 

about its employees and their dependents.  

EMPLOYEE(AadhaarNo, Name, Address, Department, EmpID) 

DEPENDENT(EmpID, DependentName, Relationship) 

Use the EMP-DEPENDENT database to answer the following SQL queries: 

a) Find the names of employees with their dependent names. 

b) Find employee details working in a department, say,  

‘PRODUCTION’. 

c) Find employee names having no dependent 

d) Find names of employees working in a department, say, ‘SALES’ and having exactly two 

dependents. 

 



Q14. A shop called Wonderful Garments that sells school uniforms maintain a database 

SCHOOL_UNIFORM as shown below. It consisted of two relations — UNIFORM and  

PRICE. They made UniformCode as the primary key for UNIFORM relation. Further, they used 

UniformCode and Size as composite keys for PRICE relation. By analysing the database schema and 

database state, specify SQL queries to rectify the following anomalies 

a) The PRICE relation has an attribute named Price. In order to avoid confusion, write SQL query to 

change the name of the relation PRICE to COST. 

 UNIFORM 

UCode       UName   UColor 

    1           Shirt        White 

2          Pant         Grey 

3          Skirt         Grey 

4             Tie        Blue 

5             Socks    Blue 

6            Belt         Blue 

 

Table: Uniform 

UCode   Size   Price 

1             M    500 

1            L      580 

1          XL     620 

2          M       810 

2          L         890 

2        XL         940 

3        M          770 

3         L          830 

3        XL        910 

4         S        150 

4         L         170 

5         S        180 

5         L        210 

6        M      110 

6          L        140 

6        XL        160 

 

Table: 

UNIFORM 

UCode     UName   UColor 

1             Shirt           White 

2             Pant           Grey 

3               Skirt       Grey 

4               Tie        Blue 

5            Socks        Blue 

6             Belt        Blue 

b) M/S Wonderful Garments also keeps handkerchiefs of red color, medium size of `100 each. Insert 

this record in COST table.  

c) When you used the above query to insert data, you were able to enter the values for handkerchief  

without entering its details in the UNIFORM relation. Make a provision so that the data can be  



entered in COST table only if it is already there in UNIFROM table.  

d) Further, you should be able to assign a new UCode to an item only if it has a valid UName. Write a  

query to add appropriate constraint to the SCHOOL_UNIFORM database.  

e) ALTER table to add the constraint that price of an  

item is always greater than zero. 

 

     



   D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL,SAINIK COLONY,SECTOR-49,FARIDABAD 

              SUMMER ASSIGNMENT, SUBJECT- PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

                                     CLASS-XI ,SESSION--- 2021-22 

 

 

1.Meaning of physical education. 

2.Aim of physical education. 

3.Career in physical education as P.E.T. 

4.Career as a coach in physical education. 

5.Describe national competitions. 

6.Describe ancient Olympics. 

7.Describe modern Olympics. 

8.Explain Paralympics. 



DAV Public School 

Sector 49, Sainik Colony,Faridabad

Holiday Assignment Class Xl, Session 2021 -22

 *. Word limit 150 to 300 words only.

1)  Write an artcle on Music therapy.                                                 

      संगीत चचककतसा पर टटपपणी कीजजए।

2)  Write an essay on impact of Western music on Indian cinema.

     पाशातय संगीत का ससनेमा पर पभाव, कनबनध सलखखए।

3)  What do you think about Music as a carrier.

     कया संगीत ववसाय बन सकता है, आप कया सोचते है ?

4)  Listen to the NCERT tutorials for the Ragas in your syllabus.

5)  पाररना : " अखखयो को तेरा दररन चमले " Link already shared



DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, SECTOR 49, FARIDABAD
CLASS XI   SUBJECT – PAINTING CODE ( 049)

SESSION( 2020-21 )
SUMMER VACATION ASSIGNMENT

Complete the following topics in your painting notebook.
● AN INTRODUCTION TO ART

1. Introduction to Art
2. Colour Scheme

● PREHISTORIC ROCK PAINTINGS & ART OF INDUS VALLEY
1. Prehistoric Paintings
2. Introduction to Indus Valley Art
3. Locations and famous sites
4. Famous artworks of Indus Valley Civilization

● BUDDHIST, JAIN AND HINDU ART
1. Mauryan Dynasty Art
2. Kushana Dynasty Art
3. Gupta Dynasty Art

● ART OF AJANTA
1. Introduction to Ajanta Caves
2. Technique of Frescoes and Murals
3. Subject matter and Characteristics of Ajanta paintings

Practical : Make a memory drawing related to your daily life.
Size of sheet : A2,
Medium : watercolour or poster colour.



DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, SEC- 49, SAINIK COLONY, FARIDABAD

English Core (301)                              CLASS XI                                                      2021-22

SUMMER VACATION HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

1) Migrant workers fled India’s cities in masse after the lockdown left them 
suddenly unemployed. "This unfamiliar hardship faced by the migrant workers
since the outbreak of COVID-19 might result in fear mania," So, prepare a 
write up regards to the topic in 120-150 words. (Paste pictures also)

2) Draft a display advertisement in 50 words advising people not to take 
alcoholic drinks and illustrating the danger of consuming alcohol as well as 
violating the rules of social distancing in this pandemic. The illustration should
be in conformity with the theme provided.

3) Write a notice in 50 words informing the residents of your locality about the
online RWA meeting. You are Rajat Sethi/ Rajni Sethi, Secretary RWA.

4) Make a visual presentation of vocabulary words from “The Portrait of a 
Lady”

5) Prepare an analysis of the poem “ A Photograph” through PowerPoint 
presentation.

6) Complete all the chapters done during online session in the respective 
notebooks, and revise them thoroughly.

7) On a separate sheet, write an article or any piece of poem on any 
topic of your choice for the school magazine 'Sankalp'. 

NOTE:
1. Kindly do the HHW with the resources available at your home.
2. Do the questions including the exercises related to Determiners from 
BBC  Compacta in the English Assignment notebooks.

STAY HEALTHY AND HAPPY!!



 

 

DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, SEC- 49, SAINIK COLONY,FARIDABAD 

                                            SUBJECT–Economics   

                                                               (2021-22)                                               

    

Student Name: ___________________                Class- XI 

  

UNIT – 1  INTRODUCTION 

Q1 Give two features of resources. 

Q2. State the meaning of marginal rate of transformation. 

Q3. Which central problem of the economy deals with distribution of income? 

Q4. The nation has two alternatives of producing 100X + 200Y or 101X + 196Y from its 

given resources. The nation chooses the second. The marginal opportunity cost of 

producing X is - 

a. 4Y b. 3Y c. 2Y d. 1Y 

Q5. Choice is created by 

a. Unlimited resources b. Need Urgency 

c. Scarcity of resources d. All 

Q6. A typical PP curve is downward sloping concave because : to produce more of one good, 

output of the other good must be reduced (Multiple Choice Question) 

a. At increasing rate b. At decreasing rate 

c. At constant rate d. Initially at decreasing rate and then at increasing rate. 

Q7. Answer the following questions with reasons in short (without diagram) 

a. what will be the effect of employment generation programme by government on 

PPC 

b. what will be the long term effect of goods and services tax (GST) on PPC 

c. what will be the effect on PPC due to decrease in exports due to global slowdown. 

Q8. Assuming that no resources is equally efficient in the production of all goods, mention 

the name of the curve which shows production possibilities of the economy. Explain its 

properties also. 

Q9. Use a production possibility frontier to describe the idea of “efficiency” 

Q10. Due to Trump’s visa policy, many Indian IT professionals are returning back to India. 

How will the above situation affect the PPC of Indian economy? Give reasons. 

Q11. Explain difference between positive and normative economy 

Q12. War in Syria has led to a great loss of life and property to the nation. How is the PPC of 

the nation affected? Also mention one way in which the world can help the suffering nation. 



 

 

Q13 Explain the problem of “For Whom To Produce”? 

Q14 Explain the central problem ‘What to produce and how much to produce ? 

Q15 Give the meaning of economizing of resouces. 

Q16. Give assumptions of production possibility curve. 

Q17. There has been a rise in Foreign Direct Investment into India in the last two years. 

How do you think it will affect the transformation curve of India’s economy ? 

Q18. An economy produces only two goods, mobile phones and cars. The technology to 

produce cars improves. How will it affect the production possibility frontier? Use 

diagram. 

Q19. Differentiate between Micro and Macro economics with examples. 

Q20. ‘ Bihar experienced one of the worst flood in 3 decades.’ Using diagram explain the 

UNIT-2 CONSUMER EQUILIBRIUM AND THEORY OF DEMAND 

 

Q1.  What is market demand?                                                  

Q2.  What is individual demand?                                                  

Q3.  Give one reason for a shift in demand curve 

Q4.  Define budget line 

Q5.  What happen to IC , when MRS is increasing throughout.       

Q6.  If due to fall in price of good-X, demand for good-Y rise, how X and Y 

        are related to each other. 

Q7.  State any three factors that cause an increase in demand of a 

        Commodity. 

Q8.  How does the nature of a commodity influence its price elasticity of 

        demand?                                        

Q9.  Given price of a good, how does a consumer decide to how much of 

          that good to buy?                                                                      

Q10.  Given price of a good, how does a consumer decide to how much of 

          that good to buy? 

Q11.  A consumer consumes only two goods X and Y and is in equilibrium. 

         Price of X falls, explain the reaction of the consumer through utility 

         analysis 

Q12 Explain the effect of following on the elasticity of demand of a 

          commodity:                                                                               

a) No. of substitutes 

b) Nature of a commodity 

Q13 Explain the inverse relationship between price and qty demanded of a 

          commodity 

Q14.  Define indifference curve. Explain why an IC is downward sloping 

         from left to right. 

Q15.  Define indifference map. Why does an IC to right show more utility. 

          Explain 

Q16.  Explain how rise in income of a consumer affects the demand of a 

          good. Give examples 

Q17.  What is budget set? What can lead to change in budget set? 

Q18 How does change in price of a complementary good affect the demand  



 

 

          for a given good? Explain with the help of examples.             

Q19.  A consumer consumes only two goods X and Y and is in equilibrium. 

          Show that when the price of good X rises, the consumer buys less of 

          good X. use the utility analysis?                                               

Q20.  Given the price of a good, how will a consumer decide as to how 

          much qty of that good to buy? Use utility analysis.                 

Q21.  A good is an inferior good for one and at the same time normal good 

          for another consumer. Do you agree. Comment.                                  

           

Q22.  A consumer consumes only two goods. For the consumer to be in 

          equilibrium, why must MRS = ratio of prices of two good.  [C.S.P]                

Q23.  A consumer consumes only two goods. Why the consumer is in 

          equilibrium when he buys only that combination of two goods, that is 

          shown at the point of tangency of the budget line with IC? Explain.                

Q24.  Explain the difference between      

       a)Inferior goods and normal goods. 

  b)Cardinal utility and ordinal utility. Give example in each case. 

Q25.  Explain any three properties of indifference curve.                 

Q26.  Explain the conditions of consumer equilibrium under IC approach? 

Q27.  Explain why IC is                                                                    

a) Downward sloping 

b) Convex to the origin. 

Q28.  Explain the concept of MRS? With the help of numerical example also 

          explain its behavior along an IC.                                                    

Q 29 A consumer consumes only two goods X and Y ,both priced at Rs 2 per unit.If the 

consumer chooses a combination of two goods withMRS =2,is the consumer be in equilibrium 

?why or why not?What will a rational consumer will do in this situation?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

30)A consumer consumes only two goods , XandY whose prices are 5 and 4 resp. .If a 

consumer chooses a combination of two goods with MUX=4 and MUY=5, is consumer in 

equilibrium? Why or why not ?what will a rational consumer will do ?use utility analysis.                                                                                                          

  

31) Explain  the concept of cross price effect.                                                                                                

impact of the above situation on PPC of the state. 
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